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Mass production

Omnipresence

350 million tons/year 

Humanity produces its own weight in plastic every year 

Almost every object of our daily life contains plastic

Oil

Consumption

The word “plastic” groups a collection 
of polymers essentially derived from 
oil. Massive use of plastic only started 
recently : insignificant before 1950, 
plastic production has never stopped 
growing since. Today’s annual growth 
rate is 9% and world consumption is 
over 350 million tons per year.
More than a third of plastic production 
is used for packaging, especially food 
packaging. These are cheap products, 
easily consumed, which have a highly 
negative impact on the environment.
Taking into account manufacturing 
processes, transport and marketing, 
very few objects can be called “plastic 
free”. Moreover, the properties, the 
price and infinite possibilities of use 
make plastic THE material of choice in 
industry.

Source : Plastics Europe Market Research Group, 2016
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Plastic life cycle

Plastic waste in Europe

In Europe, major efforts have been 
made in recent years to recycle or 
energetically recover plastic waste. 
Despite this, about a quarter of plastic 
waste is still landfilled.

A neglected resource

Comparison of recycled, energy 
recovered and landfilled plastic waste in 
European countries shows that it is 
possible to efficiently deal with waste 
and use it as a resource. However, 
there is a great disparity in the efforts 
than have been made among different 
countries. 

Source : Plastics Europe Market Research Group, 2019
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When thrown in rubbish bins, plastic is incinerated or 
landfilled.

Some plastics like PET can be recycled.

But a part of them goes directly into the environment.

Plastic’s end of life



A new sea invader

Windblown and swept away by streams, an 
estimated 10 million tons of plastics end up in seas 
each year.

Eriksen M et al., Plos One, 2014

Sea currents carry buoyant waste, including the 
plastic ones and concentrate them in oceanic 
gyres (circular currents). Waste patches are 
formed. The most renowned is located in the 
North Pacific, nicknamed the 6th continent.

Plastics are concentrated in the five oceanic gyres but also in high-density 
population areas such as the Mediterranean basin and South-East Asia.

Cross sea transportation

Plastics in seas : where and how much ?
It is assumed that 100 million tons of plastics are to be found in the oceans. 
On the surface, microplastics are distributed as shown on the map below 
(nb/km2, red zones being the most polluted) :

What does plastic become once in the sea ?

Fragmentation

Plastic degradation is very slow

Due to winds, water and sun, plastic becomes 
fragmented. Under 5 mm, fragments are called 
microplastics.

Degradation: 500 years!1492 2020

Sea destination

Source : European Space Agency, 2015



A multifaceted issue

Aesthetics
Waste accumulated on shores will significantly affect the 
attractiveness of the area, leading to major economic 
losses in touristic regions. Cost of beach cleaning (2010) :
> Belgium + Netherlands : 14 MioUSD/year
> United Kingdom : 24 MioUSD/year

Human health
Consequences on human health of consumption of fish 
and seafood which have ingested massive quantities of 
plastic (containing accumulated PBTs) are yet unknown.

Dispersal of invasive species
By settling on marine waste, organisms (bacteria, algae, 
crustaceans, shells) will move to new ecosystems. They 
will potentially colonize them and disturb their equilibrium.

Fishery and navigation
Waste harms the fishery industry as well as small 
independent fisherman. Waste fills up fishing nets and 
tears them apart.
Example : impact on Scottish fish industry 
16 MioUSD/year

Source : Chris Jordan

Fauna and flora
Plastics that accumulate into digestive systems can lead to 
death. Other debris can strangle or suffocate animals.
Drowning plastics are going to line the seabed and 
damage the habitats (gas exchanges, light, etc).

Concentration of PBTs
Plastics massively absorb PBTs (persistent chemical toxic 
products which accumulate into living organisms). PBTs 
will then be released in animal tissues after ingestion thus 
intoxicating the whole food chain.



Analyses, counting and results in lab

Sampling on field

Oceaneye: a scientific approach

Since 2015, partner boats sail across the seas and collect samples for 
Oceaneye. 

This approach has two aims :
• The development of a “marine fleet” which boosts our power of 

analysis.
• Ecoparticipants are durably sensitized and are able to relay their 

knowledge on the issue through their network.

Scientific publications

A net pulled by a boat at the surface of 
the sea filters buoying particles 
including plastics.

Samples are analyzed in Oceaneye’s
lab (Geneva). Data is provided to the 
GRID, UN-environment. 

Results on occidental Mediterranean Sea : the pollution is similar to 
that measured on oceanic waste patches.

Citizen science

72 % Fragments

4 % Pellets

2 % Lines

6 % Thin films

7 % Foams

7 % Others

69 % Fragments

0 % Pellets

4 % Lines

21 % Thin films

1 % Foams

5 % Others

Microplastics 
by mass

Mesoplastics
by mass

Particles concentration (mg/km2)
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Changes ?

What to do ?

Reduce one’s own plastic consumption : refuse single-
use, over-packaging and planned obsolescence.

Reuse : the “good bag” is the one that is reused, it does 
not matter if it is in plastic or not.

Promote recycling and energy recovery of waste : sort 
out waste and prompt local authorities to set up efficient 
recycling processes.

Promote biodegradable options and of course avoid 
littering.

What are your ideas to overcome this problem ?

Thanks to its research work and to its public sensitization program, Oceaneye takes 
an active part in the awareness of the issue.

Eventually, the aim is to compel society to take action to prohibit the use of plastic 
bags, improve recycling politics, limit voluntary utilization of single-use packaging, etc.

ACTION !

Here are the proofs!
media

Wake-up call




